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Chapter 1: Meaning of Research: 

    The word research is composed of two syllables, re and search. The dictionary defines the former as a 

prefix meaning again, anew or over again and the letter as a verb meaning, to examine, closely and carefully, 

to test and to try or to probe. Together they form a noun describing a careful, systematic, patient study and 

investigation in some field of knowledge to undertake to establish facts or principle or one can also define 

research as a scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic. 

1.1 The Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English lays down the meaning of 

research as a careful investigation or inquiry specially through search for new facts in 

any branch of knowledge. 

 

1.2 Burns defines research as a systematic investigation to find answers to a problem. 

 

1.3 The Encyclopaedia of social science defines research as the manipulation of things, 

concepts or symbols for the purpose of generalising to extend or verify knowledge, 

whether that knowledge aids in construction of theory or in practice of an art. 

 

1.4 Redman and Mory defines research as a systematized  effort to gain new knowledge. 
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Though all these quoted definitions of Research are by different scholars, of different fields of 

knowledge, giving these definitions at different point of time. But there are something common in all 

these definitions. 

 

1. Research is a kind of investigation or examination. 

 

2. Research is a purposeful endeavour. There is a purpose in every exercise of research and 

specially it is called the research problem. 

Someone has said, “research is a voyage”. Yes it is a voyage but it is a voyage to reach a 

particular destination or to search a particular thing in the sea. It is not a voyage to wander in 

the sea for joy or for adventure. 

 

3. All the above quoted definition emphasise the need of a particular kind of methodology in the 

conduct of the research. 
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(A) Objectives of Research: 

   The main aim of research is to find out the truth which is hidden or which has not been discovered as yet. 

Though every research as its own specific purpose, however, the purposes or objectives of research may 

broadly be classified as follows:1 

1) To gain familiarity with a phenomena or to achieve new insights into the exiting facts 

(studies done keeping in view this object known as exploratory or formulative research 

studies) 

2) To portray accurately the characteristics of a particular object, situation or groups; 

(Descriptive studies) 

3) To determine the frequency with which something occurs or with which it is associated 

with something else (diagnostic research) 

4) To test a hypothesis of a causal relation between two objects (hypothesis testing 

Research) 

 

 

(B)  Motivation in Research : 

   Why do people go into research or what prompts them to step into this field. 

                                                           
1 Legal Research Methodology, Shipra Agarwal.  
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People undertake research for one or more of the following reasons : 

a) They feel happy or satisfied to do intellectual work. 

b) They want the society to respect them 

c) Desire to face the challenge in solving the unsolved problems. 

d) Obviously every person in this world desires to get name, fame and money  

e) Desire to get a research degree along with its consequential benefits. 

However the list is not exhaustive list. Other factors such as social thinking and awakening curiosity about 

new things, some materialized benefits motivate a person towards research.2 

 

 

 

(C) Research methods versus Methodology : 

Research methods or techniques, refers to the methods the researchers use in performing  research operations. 

Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem. 

Dickinson Mcgraw and George Watson, defines methodology as “the procedure by which researchers go 

about their work of describing, explaining and predicting phenomena”. 

Good researcher must not only know various techniques or tools but should be intelligent/ aware to use the 

particular appropriate technique while conducting his research. To make it more clear, we take an example, 

during construction of building just as a builder takes care of the floors, material used, number of ventilators, 

he evaluates every things and keeps check on all the steps. In the same way the researcher has to expose the 

research decisions to evaluation before they are implementation. He has to specify very clearly and precisely 

what decisions he selects and why he them so that they can be evaluated by others also. 

                                                           
2 Ibid. 
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The scope of research methodology is thus wider than that of research methods as in research methodology 

one has to mention not only the methods he used, but also consider the logic behind the methods used as well 

as explanation for not using others so that he himself and other people can evaluate.3 

 

 

(D) Importance of research methodology: 

i. How work is to be done keeping in mind, the objectives of research, is exactly what research 

methodology tells us. The knowledge of methodology provides good training specially to the new 

research workers and enable him to do better research. It helps him to develop disciplined thinking 

to observe the field objectively. Hence, those who want to make their carrier in research must 

develop the skill of using research techniques. 

ii. The knowledge of research methodology helps the other person to evaluate the research results and 

to take rational decisions. 

iii. It enables a person to look at the world problems not emotionally or illogically rather research 

methodology provides tools to look at things in life objectively, logically and systematically and free 

from all the bias. 

 

Chapter 2: Meaning of Legal Research: 

  After having brief introduction about research in general as such, let us focus our attention specifically on 

one specialized type of research, i.e., Legal Research. 

   Legal research means research in that branch of knowledge which deals with the principles of law and legal 

institution. The contents of various sources of law ( legislation, precedents, custom, juristic writing, etc.) 

change with the changing requirements of the society and if these changes are not taken into consideration in 

interpreting the law, the existing law is deemed to be doomed. Therefore, the aim of the law is to regulate the 
                                                           
3 Ibid. 
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human behaviour in the present day society and hence, legal research must be directed to the study of the 

relationship between the world of the law and the world that the law purports to govern. 

(a) finding relevant cases and legislation (primary sources of law) using textbooks, journal articles, 

encyclopedias and other reference tools (secondary sources of law). 

(b) verifying that the law one has found is still valid and not overruled, repealed or otherwise questioned or 

criticized. 

Start your research using secondary sources of law to locate a broad overview or explanation of the law. Then 

finish your research by consulting and verifying primary sources of law. 

i. Primary sources of law are: legislation, case law and decisions of administrative tribunals. 

You must consult primary sources since these affect legal rights 

ii. Secondary sources of law are: textbooks, journals, encyclopedias, reference or finding tools.  

Secondary sources have only persuasive in value and are not binding on courts. 

Legal research should be considered the backbone of the practice of law and the most valued billable 

activity of a lawyer 

In the books on trial practice, there are all manner of comments to the effect that cases are won or lost 

because of effective examination of witnesses at trial or clever questioning at examination for 

discovery or by careful review of the documents. Similarly, success for solicitors’ practice comes from 

drafting documents (contract, wills) that withstand scrutiny and challenge, and performing tasks in a 

way that achieves the desired goals. But, I suggest, all of those tasks are made meaningful and useful 

only when performed in light of the applicable law. That is to say, it is knowledge of the law that tells 

us what facts are relevant, what admissions should be sought or avoided, what objections should be 

raised at trial in order to preserve success on appeal, what contractual clauses will be necessary and 

effective to achieve the client’s goals, what wording should be used in a will to achieve the testator’s 
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intentions, what procedural steps must be taken, and how they should be performed, and so forth. And 

that knowledge of the law is obtained by legal research. 

 

 

 

 

(a) At minimum, good legal research involves:  

(1) Familiarity with the area in issue (e.g., criminal law, insurance law, defamation law, etc.).  

(2) Ability to analyze the facts so as to separate the relevant from the irrelevant.  

(3) Ability to find additional law that is applicable to the issue.  

(4) Ability to analyze the applicable law, including ability to synthesize and draw parallels between different 

areas of the law.  

(5) Ability to provide conclusions, practical results, and assist in strategy.  

(6) Ability to express the results and conclusions in an appropriate manner (in writing or orally, by memo or 

opinion letter or factum).  

(7) Knowledge of the research tools available and the use of those tools.  

(8) Ability to determine the appropriate scope of research: enactments, cases, texts 

 

(b) Objectives of legal research: 

1) There are plethora of laws, some of them are made centuries before and still applicable, some are of 

today. Yet with fast growing, rapidly contracting world and of course changing social, moral, 

economical and political perceptions, law has to be dynamic and moving if it has to remain alive and 

active and it will remain active and alive, if it is aware of its lacuna and take step to overcome it with 
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passage of time. The object of legal research, therefore, is to find out the area, where there is need of 

law, for example, Patent and Copy Rights Act and Cyber Law. 

 

2) Where there is law, but there are lacunas or deficiencies in the existing laws, in those areas legal 

research can help in finding suitable measures to eliminate them. 

3) One important purpose of legal research is utilitarian in nature. For example, study about increasing 

dowry death inspite of legal provisions. A close study may reveal its cause to be deeper rooted, e.g., 

psychological frustration, temptation toward evil. Legal research tries to explore these fundamental 

traits of human nature so as to make the world aware of it and ultimately to destroy these evils. 

     Law may is termed as a behavioural science as it regulates human behaviour. Whatever may be the 

source of law it cannot provide remedy for all the situations and for all times. The changes in the 

society demands that the law should move with changing time if it has to remn alive and active or 

effective. So law can remain alive, active if it is aware of lacuna and take to overcome it. Therefore the 

object of legal research is to find out the dificiency in the existing laws and to suggest suitable 

measures to eliminate them. If there is an area for which there is no law at all the objective of legal 

research would be to suggest suitable legislation to that area. The purpose of legal research is to find 

"authority" that will aid in finding a solution to a legal problem. 

 

 

 

Chapter 3: Meaning of Research Problem: 

 The formation of the topic into a research problem is the first step in a enquiry. The term ‘problem’ comes 

from Greek word ‘Proballein’ which means anything through forward; a question proposed for solution; a 

matter stated for examination. 
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  R. S. Woodworth defines problem as ‘a situation for which we have no ready and successful response by 

instinct or by previously acquired habit. We must find out what to do.’ 

  John Dewey states, ‘the need of clearing up confusion, of straightening out an ambiguity, of overcoming 

obstacles, of covering the gap between things as they are and as they may be when transformed, is, in germ, a 

problem.’ 

 A problem in simple words is some difficulty experienced by the researcher in a theoretical or practical 

situation. 

 A problem can be called as legal research problem only if it satisfies the following conditions: 

a) The problem must be worth studying. 

b) It must have social and legal relevance. 

c) There must be facts needed for research. 

d) It must come out with practical solutions to the issues. 

e) It must be up-to-date or relevant to the current social or legal happening. 

f) It must involve clarity of meaning and limited scope of study. 

g) It must be explicit and original. 

h) It must be verifiable and testable. 

 

 

 

(a)  Advantages of right selection of research problem: 

i. It gives an enlightened picture of problem at every stage. 

ii. It paves the way to complete the project within the stipulated time and cost will be 

moderate 
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Formulating a Research Problem: 

Researchers organize their research by formulating and defining a research problem. This helps them focus 

the research process so that they can draw conclusions reflecting the real world in the best possible way. 

 

 

Chapter 4: Hypothesis: 

   Construction of Hypothesis is the second important consideration in the formulation of a research 

problem.  

  A hypothesis is a statement temporarily accepted as true in the light of what is, at the time, known about a 

phenomenon, and it is employed as a basis for action in the search of new truth.4 

 A hypothesis is a tentative supposition or provisional guess which seems to explain the position under 

observation.5 Hypothesis primarily arise from a set of ‘hunches’. A hypothesis is a shrewd and intelligent 

guess, a supposition, inference, provisional statement or tentative generalization as to the existence of some 

fact, condition or relation relative to some phenomenon which serves to explain already known facts in a 

given area of research and to guide the search for new truth on the basis of empirical evidence. 

Example: Cruelty to Women; 

Cruelty to Women is done on the basis of or because of Dowry resulting Dowry Death. In India many women 

are suffering from cruelty because of this dowry system during or after marriage. Husband or his relatives 

inflict cruelty, harass the women sometime also give bodily injuries to the women for demand of dowry or 

insufficient supply of the same. As a result many women are killed or commit suicide.  

                                                           
4 Legal Research Methodology, Shipra Agarwal.  
5 Ibid 
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 The following example will make the meaning of hypothesis more clear; 

  Let us imagine ourself at the races and suppose you place a bet. You bet on a hunch that a particular horse 

will win, however after the race, you will be able to make out, whether your hunch was right or not or suppose 

you have a hunch that there are more smokers than non smokers in your class. To test your hunch you ask 

either all or just some of the class if they are smokers, only then you can conclude whether your hunch was 

right or wrong. 

 

  Now let us try to understand this phenomenon by taking slightly different example, if a person working in an 

area of public health has an impression that higher rate of a particular condition prevails among a group of 

people, coming from a particular area and suppose he wants to find out the probable cause. Though there can 

be a number of causes, yet by his knowledge of the field, it is possible for him to assume the most probable 

cause. Now he can design a study to collect the information needed to verify his hunch. If on verification he 

can be able to conclude, that the assumed cause is the real cause of the condition, his assumption was right. 

Hypothesis is based upon similar logic. As a researcher person or researcher do not bother about a 

phenomenon, a situation but he has a hunch to form the basis of certain assumption or guesses. He tests these 

by collecting information and through verifying. The verification process can have three outcomes. Hunch 

may prove right, partially right or wrong. 
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Hence hypothesis is a hunch, assumption, suspicion, idea or assertion about a phenomenon, relationship or 

situation, the reality or truth of which is not known. A researcher calls these assumptions, assertions, 

statements or hunches hypothesis and they become the basis of an inquiry. 

 

 

There are many definitions of a hypothesis: 

1) Webster’s New International Dictionary Of English Language, defines a hypothesis as a proposition, 

condition, or principle which is assumed, perhaps without belief, in order to draw out its logical 

consequences and by this method to test its accord with facts which are known or may be determined. 

2) Werkmeister: “the guesses he makes are the hypothesis which either solve the problem or guide him in 

further investigation. 

3) Black and Champion defines hypothesis as, a tentative statement about something, the validity of 

which is usually unknown. 

 

 

(a) Importance of hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis has a very important place in research although it occupies a very small place in the body 

of a thesis. It is very difficult for a researcher not to have one or more hypothesis before proceeding 

with his work, if he is not capable of formulating a hypothesis about his problem. 

 

 

 Importance of hypothesis can be stated as follows: 
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a) The formulation of hypothesis provides a study with focus. It tells us what specific aspects of a 

research problem to investigate. 

b) As it provides direction to research, it tells us , what data to collect and what not to collect, thus 

preventing the review of irrelevant literature and the collection of useless or excess data. 

c) As it provides a focus, the construction of a hypothesis enhances objectivity in a study. 

d) A hypothesis serves the function of linking together related facts and information and 

organizing them into one comprehensible whole. 

e) It may enable us to add the formulation of theory and help you to bridge the gaps in the body of 

knowledge. 

 

    (b) The Characteristics of Hypothesis: 

 

a) Hypothesis should be capable of verification  

b) A hypothesis be simple, specific and conceptually clear 

c) A hypothesis should be related to the body of knowledge. 

d) A hypothesis should be operationalisable 

 

 

(c) Types of hypothesis: 

P. V. Young has divided the hypothesis into three broad categories, they are: 

 

1) Uniform: uniform hypothesis relate to the existence of empirical uniformities. For example, in an 

urban market like Bombay, the determinants of demand for TV sets are identical for all the prominent 

makes sat, Onida, BPL, Sony etc. This is a common sense observation. 
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2) The second type of hypothesis aim at testing the existence of logically- derived relationships between 

empirical uniformities. For example, we can compare, and then frame a sceptical proposition that there 

is some sort of relationship between empirical uniformities. 

3) Analytic: this analytic hypothesis deal with the relationship of analytic variables. They are aimed at 

finding out relationship between changes in one property leading to changes in another. 

 

(1)  Null hypothesis: 

 

Suppose we want to study the smoking pattern in a community in relation to gender differentials. The 

smoking hypothesis could be construed: 

 

1) There is no significant difference in the proportion of male and female smokers in the study 

population. 

2) A greater proposition of females than males are smokers in the study population. 

3) Sixty percent of females and thirty percent of males in the study population are smokers. 

4) There are twice as many female smokers as male smokers in the study population. 

 

In this example, the way the first hypothesis has been formulated indicates that there is no difference in the 

proposition of male and female smokers. When a hypothesis is construed stipulating that there is no difference 

between the two situations, groups, outcomes, on the prevalence of a condition or phenomenon, this is called a 

Null Hypothesis and is usually written as Ho. 

 

a) Hypothesis of difference: the second hypothesis implies that there is a difference in the proposition of 

male and female smokers among the population, though the extend of difference is not specified. A 

hypothesis in which a researcher stipulates that there will be a difference but does not specify its 

magnitude is called a hypothesis of difference. 
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b) Hypothesis of Point-Prevalence: A researcher may have enough knowledge about smoking behaviour 

of community. Suppose the researcher knows that proposition of male and female smokers is sixty and 

thirty per cent respectively. This type of hypothesis is known as a hypothesis of point prevalence. 

c) Hypothesis of association: This hypothesis stipulates a relationship between the prevalence of a 

phenomenon among different population. This type of hypothesis is called a hypothesis of association. 

 

 

Chapter 5: Meaning of Research Design: 

To design is to plan, that is, designing is the process of making decisions before the situation arises in which 

the decision has to be carried out. Designing is thus a process of deliberate anticipation directed towards 

bringing an expected situation under control. 

While conducting inquiry one may anticipate various difficulties that may have encountered in the course of 

study decide what to do under such circumstances. He records his decision in advance. This type of logical 

and systematic planning to direct the research is called a research design. Research design has been defined by 

different authors in different manner. They are as follows: 

General def: has defined Research design as “the plan, structure and strategy of investigation 

conceived as to obtain answers to research questions and control variance”. 

Miller: “Designed research is the panned sequence of the entire process involved in conducting a research 

observation. 

(a)  Need for research design: 

Research design is (a very important) foundation- stone of Research. It is required and must because it yields 

maximum output (information) with minimum effort, time and money facilities smooth, effective and 

economical working. Research design stands for advancing planning of the methods to be adopted for 

collecting the relevant data and the techniques to be used in their analysis, keeping in view of the objective of 
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research and availability of time, physical and financial resources. Research design helps the researcher to 

organize his ideas in a form. It also provides an opportunity to critic to evaluate the projected study. 

 

(b)  Variable: 

A variable is something that changes. It changes according to different factors. Some variables change easily, 

like the stock-exchange value, while other variables are almost constant, like the name of someone. 

Researchers are often seeking to measure variables. 

In research, you typically define variables according to what you're measuring. The independent variable is 

the variable which the researcher would like to measure (the cause), while the dependent variable is the effect 

(or assumed effect), dependent on the independent variable. These variables are often stated in experimental 

research, in a hypothesis. 

Independent Variable: the variable that is antecedent to the dependent variable is called as an independent 

variable. For example if poverty depends on unemployment, then poverty is a dependent and unemployment 

is independent variable. 

Dependent variable: if one variable depends upon or is a consequence of other variable, it is termed as 

dependent variable. 

Interfering variables: these variables are those variables which distort the relationship between independent 

and the dependent variables, so in order to find out the real relationship between these two, these interfering 

variables should be controlled. The experimental control over these interfering variables is a crucial step in 

designing experimental research. 

Extraneous variables: independent variables that are not related to the purpose of the study but may affect the 

dependent variables are termed as extraneous. For example, Intelligence may affect the social studies 

achievements, but since it is not related to the purpose of the study, undertaken by the researcher, it will be 
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termed as an extraneous variable.  

 

Chapter 6: Sampling Design for Legal Research: 

 The primary purpose of the legal research is to discover principles that have universal application. For this, 

the data has to be collected and analysed. There are two methods of data collection, i.e. ,Census method and 

Sampling method 

a) Census Method: When the whole area or population of persons is contacted, the method is known as 

census method. Population is constituted of all the individuals, things, events, documents or 

observation cases. Etc. Belonging to a designed category characterising specific attributes which a 

particular study should principally cover. The type of collecting information from all units of a 

population is usually called census method. If  the size of the unit is small one, census method is 

generally is used to collect data. 

b) Sampling Method: Most research studies are based on samples. When a small group is selected as 

representative of the whole, it is known as sample method. The method of selecting for study a portion 

of the universe with a view to draw conclusions about the universe in to is known as Sampling. 

 

 

 

 

A. Merits of Sampling: 

a) Saving of time 

b) Less expensive 

c) Detailed study  

d) Accuracy of result 

e) Administrative convenience 

f) Impossibility of the use of census method0 
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B. Demerits of Sampling: 

a) Chances of bias 

b) Need of specialized knowledge 

c) Difficulty in sticking to sample 

d) Less accuracy 

e) Impossibility of sampling 

 

Chapter 7: Cruelty to Women 

A. Status of Women: 

 

Family includes members of various age group, sex, generation. Women is the most important organ 

of the family. Family without women is impossible. The Lord divided his own body into two parts; 

half male and half female and thus was created the universe.”- Manu Smriti. Women members often 

are subordinate due to various factors. The authority of a woman depends upon the husband’s status. It 

is true that society till date is male dominated. A woman’s life is akin to slavery, although she is 

worshipped as a deity in homes. United Nations reports reveal that women constitute half of the 

worlds population. In India, most of the mothers-in-law are cruel towards their daughters-in-law and 

countless young wives are burnt to death for non-fulfilment of dowry demands. In India, the history 

speaks that the women are considered as a divine force but the multi-cultured Indiansociety placed the 

women at different positions. Thus, there is no uniform status of women inthe Indian society. 

In urban areas women now are getting educated and start working or doing jobs.This has made them 

economicaly independent and their standard of living has also increased.But in rural areas women are 

still suffering.We have to accept that earlier the status of women was far more better than what it is 

now. 
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B. Problem: 

The problem which India is suffering today is Cruelty to Women resulting Dowry Death. Increasing 

demand in dowry is the cause of it. Sometimes the parents of the women are unable to satisfy the 

demand of the husband or his family members. So cruelty is committed on the women. She is treated 

badly by the husband or his relatives. Sometimes she bodily injuries is inflicted on her, sometimes she 

is burned alive or les she commits suicide because her limits to suffer the cruelty is finished. Death 

rate of Women due to Dowry is increasing in India day by day. Has dowry become important than the 

Wife? Wife is better-half of the husband then why husband treat the wife cruelly?  So the problem is 

cruelty to women and the cause to the great extent is dowry resulting to dowry death.   

 

 

 

 

C. Dowry : (meaning) 

          

                 In India, dowry (Hindi: , Dahēja in Hindi) is the payment in cash or some kind of gifts given 

to bridegroom's family along with the bride. Generally they include cash, jewellery, electrical appliances, 

furniture, bedding, crockery, utensils and other household items that help the newlywed set up her home. 

The payment of a dowry gift, often financial, has a long history in many parts of the world. In India, the 

payment of a dowry was prohibited in 1961 under Indian civil law and subsequently by Sections 304B and 

498A of the Indian Penal Code. These laws were enacted to make it easier for the wife to seek redress from 
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harassment by the husband's family. Anti-dowry laws have been criticized by men's rights groups, who accuse 

women and their families of misusing the laws. 

In India, there are civil laws, criminal laws and special legislative acts against the tradition of dowry. 

Someone accused of taking dowry is therefore subject to a multiplicity of legal processes 

Introduced and taken up by then Indlaw minister Ashoke Kumar Sen, this Act prohibits the request, payment 

or acceptance of a dowry, "as consideration for the marriage", where "dowry" is defined as a gift demanded or 

given as a precondition for a marriage. Gifts given without a precondition are not considered dowry, and are 

legal. Asking or giving of dowry can be punished by an imprisonment of up to six months, a fine of up to Rs. 

15000 or the amount of dowry (whichever is higher), or imprisonment up to 5 years. It replaced several pieces 

of anti-dowry legislation that had been enacted by various Indian states. 

The dowry system is thought to put great financial burden on the bride's family. It has been one of the reasons 

for families and women in India resorting to sex selection  in favor of sons. This has distorted the sex ratio of 

India (940 females per thousand males and has given rise to female foeticide. The payment of a dowry has 

been prohibited under The 1961 Dowry Prohibition Act in Indian civil law and subsequently by Sections 

304B and 498a of the Indian Penal Code (IPC). 

Dowry became prohibited by law in 1961 with the purpose of prohibiting the demanding, giving and taking of 

dowry. To stop the offences of cruelty by husband or his relatives on the wife, section 498-A was added in 

Indian Penal Code and section 198-A in the Criminal Procedure Code in the year 1983 

In 2001 nearly 7,000 dowry deaths were registered in India over inadequate dowry, apart from other mental 

trauma cases. Bride burning, inducing suicides, physical and mental torture by their husband or in-laws is 

sometimes found to be done if the bride fails to bring sufficient dowry. There are laws like Protection of 

Women from Domestic Violence Act 2005 that help to reduce domestic violence and to protect women's 

rights 
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Government Servant: 

According to one survey conducted by reputed Indian news magazine India Today, over 90% of government 

servants actively seek and get dowry in marriage. It is a common feature for unmarried government servants 

to seek dowry relevant to the market rates of their post. These rates are sky-high, with an estimate of dowry 

rates for a bachelor IAS Officer (Indian Administrative Services) being as high as Rs 50 Lac to Rs 5 Crore (up 

to USD 1 Million). These high rates are one of the primary reasons for corruption as young IAS officers after 

marriage are forced to take bribes to maintain their new lifestyle and match the financial status of their 

wealthy in-laws 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Dowry Death: 

    Dowry deaths are deaths of young women who are murdered or driven to suicide by continuous 

harassment and torture by husbands and in-laws in an effort to extort an increased dowry. 

    Dowry death is considered one of the many categories of violence against women, alongside rape, bride 

burning, eve teasing, and acid throwing. It is widespread in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal. Sri Lanka and 

some regions of Africa. Pakistan has the highest reported rates of dowry-related deaths per 100,000 women in 

the world. Most dowry deaths occur when the young woman, unable to bear the harassment and torture, 

commits suicide. Most of these suicides are by hanging, poisoning or by fire. Sometimes the woman is killed 

by setting her on fire; this is known as "[[bride burning]]", and sometimes disguised as suicide or accident. 

Suicide and murder are two causes of fatalities in dowry deaths. Death by burning of Indian women have been 
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more frequently attributed to dowry conflicts. In dowry deaths, the groom’s family is perpetrator of murder or 

suicide. 

    According to Indian National Crime Record Bureau,  in 2010, 8391 dowry death cases were reported across 

India6.The Indian National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) reports that there were about 8172 dowry death 

cases registered in India in 20087.Incidents of dowry deaths during the year 2008 (8172) have increased by 

14.4 per cent over 1998 level (7146). 

    Dowry deaths in India is not limited to Hindus or any specific religion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Domestic Violence: 

               Domestic violence in India is endemic and widespread predominantly against women.Around 70% 

of women in India are victims of domestic violence, according to Renuka Chowdhury junior minister for 

women and child development8. National Crime Records Bureau reveal that a crime against a woman is 

committed every three minutes, a woman is raped every 29 minutes, a dowry death occurs every 77 minutes, 

and one case of cruelty committed by either the husband or relative of the victim occurs every nine 

minutes9.This all occurs despite the fact that women in India are legally protected from domestic abuse under 

the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act. 

 

                                                           
6 "Disposal of Cases by Courts" National Crime Records Bureau, India. 2010-01-16. Retrieved 2011-01-17. 
7 <ref>[http://ncrb.nic.in/cii2008/cii-2008/figure%20at%20a%20glance.pdf]</ref> 
8 Chowdhury, Renuka (26 October 2006). "India tackles domestic violence". BBC 
9 "India tackles domestic violence". BBC News. 2006-10-27. Retrieved 25 April 2012 
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Chapter 8: 

The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961  (Act No. 28 of 1961)  with  (Maintenance of Lists of Presents to the 

Bride  and Bridegroom) Rules, 1985   

1990   

An Act to prohibit the giving or taking of dowry   

Be it enacted by Parliament in the Twelfth Year of the Republic of India as follows :    

1. Short title, extent and commencement .---    

(1) This Act may be called the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961.    

(2) It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir.    

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the official 

Gazette, appoint.    

2. Definition of "dowry ".-in this Act, "dowry" means any property or valuable security given or agreed to be 

given either directly or indirectly---    

(a) by one party to a marriage to the other party to the marriage; or    

(b) by the persons of either party to a marriage or by any other person, to either party to the marriage or to any 

other person;    

at or before [or any time after the marriages] [in connection with the marriage of said parties but does not 

include] dower or mahr in the case of persons to whom the Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) applies.    
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[5***]    

 2  

Explanation II .-The expression "valuable security" has the same meaning as in Sec. 30 of the Indian Penal 

Code (45 of 1860).   

 

 

"2. Definitions.-In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires-    

(i) "dowry" means any property or valuable security given or agreed to be given either directly or indirectly-    

(a) by one party to a marriage to the other party to the marriage; or    

(b) by the parents of either party to a marriage or by any other person, to either party to the marriage or to any 

other person ;    

at or before or after the marriage as consideration for the marriage of the said parties, but does not include 

dower or mahr in case of person to whom the Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) applies.    

Explanation I .-For the removal of doubts it is hereby declared that any presents made at the time of a 

marriage to either party to the marriage in the form of cash, ornaments, clothes, or other articles, shall not be 

deemed to be dowry within the meaning of the section, unless they are made as consideration for the marriage 

of the said parties.    

Explanation II .-The expression "valuable securities" has the same meaning as in Sec. 30 of the Indian Penal 

Code (45 of 1860).    

(ii) "marriage expenses" shall include expenses incurred directly or indirectly at or before the marriage on    

(a)thakka, sagai, tikka, shagun and milni ceremonies;    

 3  
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(b) the gifts made by one party to a marriage to the other _party to the marriage or by the parents, grand-

parents and brothers of either party to a marriage, to either party to the marriage or the blood relations thereof.    

(c) illumination, food and the arrangements for serving food to the members of the marriage party and other 

expenses incidental thereto.    

Explanation .-For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that any gifts, made by a person other than those 

specified in sub-clause (b), at the time of the marriage to either party to the marriage shall not be deemed to be 

marriage expenses.    

 

Meaning of dowry defined .-Articles received as presents and gifts at the time of marriage cannot be termed as 

dowry.    

                                                         

  Comments   

Dowry-What amounts to .-It was contended, in the instant case, that the definition of the term "dowry' as 

given in Sec. 2 should include even a demand made by one party though the other party would not agree to 

pay that amount. It is impossible to think that such construction is possible. Section 2 has specifically defined 

the term "dowry' and that definition has to be borne in mind whenever the rest of the provisions of the Act are 

to be interpreted, particularly where those provisions contain the word "dowry". It is for this purpose that the 

Legislature has taken care to define the term "dowry". Thus it would not be ordinarily open to anybody to 

contend that the term "dowry" should be interpreted in a manner other than mentioned in Sec. 2.'    

The furnishing of a list of ornaments and other household articles, such as, refrigerator, furniture, electric 

appliances, etc., at the time of the settlement of the marriage amounts to demand of dowry within the meaning 

of Sec. 2 of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961. That being so, the High Court ought to have considered the 

appeal on rnerits and decided as to whether the respondents were guilty of offences punishable under Sec. 406 
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of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, read with Secs. 4 and 6 and Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, by the wrongful 

retention to the articles given as marriage gifts, while driving out the appellant from the matrimonial house. 

The High Court would also ensure that all the articles to the wife at the time of the marriage, including the 

valuable gold ornaments, are restored to her.    

3. Penalty for giving or taking dowry .- [(1)] If any person, after the commencement of this Act, gives or 

takes or abets the giving or taking of dowry, he shall be punishable [with imprisonment for a term 

which shall not be less than [five years], and with fine which shall not be less than fifteen thousand 

rupees or the amount of the value of such dowry, whichever is more :    

Provided that the Court may, for adequate and special reasons to be recorded in the judgment, impose 

a sentence of imprisonment for a term of less than [five years].    

[(2)] Nothing in sub-section (1) shall apply to or, in relation to,-    

(a) presents which are given at the time of a marriage to the bride (without any demand having been 

made in that behalf): Provided that such presents are entered in list maintained in accordance with rule 

made under this Act ;    

(b) presents which are given at the time of marriage to the bridegroom (without any demand having 

been made in that behalf) :    

Provided that such presents are entered in a list maintained in accordance with the rules made under 

this Act :    

Provided further that where such presents are made by or on behalf of the bride or any person related 

to the bride, such presents are of a customary nature and the value thereof is not excessive having 

regard to the financial status of the person by whom, or on whose behalf, such presents are given.]   
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Dowry demand amounts to cruelty.-The demand for dowry is prohibited enough. That, amounts to 

cruelty entitling the wife to get a decree for dissolution of marriage 

 

[4]. Penalty for demanding dowry .-If any person demands directly or indirectly, from the parents or other 

relatives or guardian of a bride or bridegroom as the case may be, any dowry, he shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six months but which may extend to two years and with 

fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees :    

Provided that the Court may, for adequate and special reasons to be mentioned in the judgement,  impose a 

sentence of imprisonment for a term of less than six months.")   

                                                         

 Comments   

There must be a demand of dowry .--it is clear that the bringing a case under Sec. 4, there must be a demand 

of dowry and dowry means any property agreed to be given. consequently, the demand must be of a property 

agreed to be given as consideration for the marriage of the parties. Thus reading Sec.4 with the help of the 

definition of the term "dowry" in Sect.2 would, therefore, show that a demand so as to bring the case under 

sec. 4 must be a property agreed to be given as consideration for the marriage.  

[4-A, Ban on advertisement- if any person -    

(a) offers, through any advertisement in any newspaper, periodical, journal or through any other media, any 

share in his property or of any money or both as a share in any business or other interest as consideration for 

the marriage of his son or daughter or any other relative,    

(b) prints or publishes or circulates any advertisement referred to Cl. (a), he shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six months, but which may extend to five years, or with 

fine which may extend to fifteen thousand rupees :    
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Provided that the Court may, for adequate and special reasons to be recorded in the judgment, impose a 

sentence of imprisonment for a term of less than six months.    

5. Agreement for giving or taking dowry to be void .-Any agreement for the giving or taking of dowry shall be 

void.    

 

6. Dowry to be for the benefit of the wife or heirs.- (1) Where any dowry is received by any person other 

than the woman in connection with whose marriage it is given, that person shall transfer it to the woman – 

(a) if the dowry was received before marriage, within three months after the date of marriage; or 

(b) if the dowry was received at the time of or after the marriage within three months after the date of its 

receipt; or 

(c) if the dowry was received when the woman was a minor, within three months after she has attained the age 

of eighteen years, and pending such transfer, shall hold it in trust for the benefit of the woman. 

(2) If any person fails to transfer any property as required by sub-section (1) within the time limit specified 

there for or as required by sub-section(3), he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not 

be less than six months, but which may extend two years or with fine which shall not be less than five 

thousand rupees, but which may extend to ten thousand rupees or with both. 

(3) Where the woman entitled to any property under sub-section (1) dies before receiving it, the heirs of the 

woman shall be entitled to claim it from the person holding it for the time being: 

Provided that where such woman dies within seven years of her marriage, otherwise than due to natural 

causes, such property shall- 

if she has no children, be transferred to her parents, or 

if she has children, be transferred to such children and pending such transfer, be held in trust for such children. 
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(3-A) Where a person convicted under sub-section (2) for failure to transfer any property as required by sub-

section (1)or sub-section (3) has not, before his conviction under that sub-section, transferred such property to 

the women entitled thereto or, as the case may be, her heirs, parents or children, the Court shall, in addition to 

awarding punishment under that sub-section, direct, by order in writing, that such person shall transfer the 

property to such woman, or as the case may be, her heirs, parents or children within such period as may be 

specified in the order, and if such person fails to comply with the direction within the period so specified, an 

amount equal to the value of the property may be recovered from him as if it were a fine imposed by such 

Court and paid to such woman, as the case may be, her heirs, parents or children. 

(4)Nothing contained in this section shall affect provisions of Sec. 3 or Sec. 4. 

  

  

  

7. Cognisance of offences.- (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 

(2of 1974),- 

no Court inferior to that of a Metropolitan magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class shall try any 

offence under this Act; 

no Court shall take cognizance of an offence under this Act except upon – 

(i) its own knowledge or a police report of the facts which constitute such offence, or 

(ii) a complaint by the person aggrieved by offence or a parent or other relative of such person, or by any 

recognized welfare institution or organization: 

it shall be lawful for a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class to pass any sentence 

authorized by this Act on any person convicted of any offence under this Act. 
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Explanation.- For the purposes of this sub-section, "recognised welfare institution or organization" means a 

social welfare institution or organization recognized in this behalf by the Central or State Government. 

(2) Nothing in Chapter XXXVI of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2of 1974), shall apply to any 

offence punishable under this Act.) 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, a statement made by the person 

aggrieved by the offence shall not subject such person to a prosecution under this Act. 

8. Offences to be cognizable for certain purposes and to be bailable and non-compoundable.- (1) The 

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974) shall apply to offences under this Act as of they were 

cognizable offences- 

(a) for the purpose of investigation of such offences; and 

(b) for the purpose of matters other than- 

(i) matters referred to in Sec. 42 of that Code, and 

(ii) the arrest of person without a warrant or without an order of a Magistrate. 

(2) Every offence under this Act shall be non-bailable and non-compoundable. 

  

I. Section 304 B. Dowry death: 

(1) Where the death of a woman is caused by any burns or bodily injury or occurs otherwise than under 

normal circumstances within seven years of her marriage and it is shown that soon before her death she was 

subjected to cruelty or harassment by her husband or any relative of her husband for, or in connection with, 

any demand for dowry, such death shall be called "dowry death" and such husband or relative shall be deemed 

to have caused her death. 
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Explanation:-For the purpose of this sub-section, "dowry" shall have the same meaning as in section 2 of the 

Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 ( 28 of 1961). 

(2) Whoever commits dowry death shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less 

than seven years but which may extend to imprisonment for life 

 

Demanding dowry not enough for conviction in dowry death case: Supreme Court 

Tuesday, Nov 12, 2013, 21:31 IST | Place: New Delhi | Agency: PTI 

Merely making a demand for dowry is not enough to bring about a conviction in a dowry death case, the 

Supreme Court on Tuesday held saying that it must be proved that victim had been treated with cruelty or 

harassed for it. 

"Merely making a demand for dowry is not enough to bring about a conviction under Section 304-B of the 

IPC. As held in Kans Raj case a dowry death victim should also have been treated with cruelty or harassed for 

dowry either by her husband or a relative," a bench of justices Ranjana Prakash Desai and Madan B Lokur 

said. 

The bench also expressed concern over delay in disposing of the appeal filed by a man challenging his 

conviction in dowry death of his sister-in-law which took nine years. 

Referring to the delay in disposal of cases, the court quipped, "It is high time those of us who are judges of 

this court and decision makers also become policy makers", without elaborating. 

The bench acquitted the man Bhola Nath in the case saying that family members cannot be made accused in 

dowry death case just because they stay together under one floor and there must sufficient evidence against 

each of them. 
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"While these persons may be staying together, it does not lead to any positive conclusion that each one of 

them was actively involved in demanding additional dowry from Janki Devi (victim) and also behaving in a 

cruel or humiliating manner towards her resulting in her consuming poison to end her life," the bench said. 

The court set aside the Punjab and Haryana High Court verdict which had convicted Bhola Nath in the dowry 

death case. 

"In this case, even assuming the silent or conniving participation of Bhola Nath in the demands for dowry, 

there is absolutely no evidence on record to suggest that he actively or passively treated victim with cruelty or 

harassed her in connection with, or for, dowry. 

"The High Court has, unfortunately, not adverted to this ingredient of an offence punishable under Section 

304-B of the IPC or even considered it," the bench said.  

 

 

II. 498A. Husband or relative of husband of a woman subjecting her to cruelty 

Whoever, being the husband or the relative of the husband of a woman, subjects such woman to cruelty shall 

be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine. 

Explanation-For the purpose of this section, "cruelty" means- 

(a) Any willful conduct which is of such a nature as is likely to drive the woman to commit suicide or to cause 

grave injury or danger to life, limb or health whether mental or physical of the woman; or 

(b) Harassment of the woman where such harassment is with a view to coercing her or any person related to 

her to meet any unlawful demand for any property or valuable security or is on account of failure by her or 

any person related to her meet such demand 
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Chapter 9: 

Domestic Violence Act (2005/2006): 

Main article: Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act 2005 

The above being criminal remedies, a civil remedy was brought into the picture in 2005 (amended in 2006). 

This was called the "Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act". 

For the purpose of this act, Domestic Violence includes the demand for dowry: 

For the purposes of this Act, any act, omission or commission or conduct of the respondent shall constitute 

domestic violence in case it - 

(a) harms or injures or endangers the health, safety, life, limb or well-being, whether mental or physical, of the 

aggrieved person or tends to do so and includes causing physical abuse, sexual abuse, verbal and emotional 

abuse and economic abuse; or 

(b) harasses, harms, injures or endangers the aggrieved person with a view to coerce her or any other person 

related to her to meet any unlawful demand for any dowry or other property or valuable security; or 

(c) has the effect of threatening the aggrieved person or any person related to her by any conduct mentioned in 

clause (a) or clause (b); or(d) otherwise injures or causes harm, whether physical or mental, to the aggrieved 

person. 

This act empowered the lower courts to issue "protection orders" on the complaint of a woman against her 

male relatives. The protection orders could include restraining orders on the husband and others, monetary 

compensation, and residence orders. 

Though it is a civil remedy, violation of protection orders result in criminal penalties (including 

imprisonment). 
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1 woman dies every hour over dowry in India. 

More than 8,200 women were killed last year in disputes over how much their families paid in dowries to their 

grooms, an Indian report says. 

NEW DELHI — One woman dies every hour in India because of dowry-related crimes, indicating that the 

country's economic boom has made demands for dowries even more persistent, women's rights activists said. 

The National Crime Records Bureau says 8,233 women were killed across India last year because of disputes 

over dowry payments given by the bride's family to the groom or his family at the time of marriage. 

The conviction rate in dowry-related crimes remained a low 32 percent, according to statistics the bureau 

published last week. 

Related: India, Brazil, other emerging economies hit by currency rout 

Indian law prohibits the giving or receiving of a dowry, but the centuries-old social custom persists. 

Dowry demands often continue for years after the wedding. Each year, thousands of young Indian women are 

doused with gasoline and burned to death because the groom or his family felt the dowry was inadequate. 

Women's rights activists and police said that loopholes in dowry prevention laws, delays in prosecution and 

low conviction rates have led to a steady rise in dowry-related crimes 

 

Chapter10: Conclusion: 

Cruelty to women is increasing day by day in India. Cruelty is a big problem which we are facing in 

our society. The main cause for cruelty to women is dowry. Demanding of dowry is not a good. Marriage is a 
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holy ceremony, but demand of dowry is bad concept which is performed before, during or after the marriage. 

Every day we read news of Dowry death. Women commit suicide or are killed by her husband or husband’s 

relative. Harassing women due to insufficient supply of dowry is not good. Women plays important part in the 

family. Without women there is no family at all. They should be respected and treated equally. Sometimes a 

person marries a women for money or they perform the marriage taking in consideration the dowry which is 

offered. So if there is sufficient dowry they men are ready to perform the marriage. There are many laws 

enacted for the prohibition of dowry system. There are laws which inflict punishment for dowry death. 

Women must be protected from cruelty which her husband or his relative do to her. When a complaint is made 

to the police in respect of cruelty to women, police should inquire the matter as early as possible. Injustice 

should not be done to the women. So cruelty to women must be stopped.  
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